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NEW QUESTION: 1
Refer to the exhibit.
Assuming the password is ''Cloud123'', which Bash command will
allow a successful authorization of the REST API call in the
code?
A. kdir API_PASSWORD=Cisco123!
B. Export API_PASSWORD=Cisco123!
C. Set API_PASSWORD=Cisco123!
D. cp_PASSWORD=Cisco123!
Answer: C

NEW QUESTION: 2
Which two parameters can be defined for a location using
Provisioning Manager? (Choose tw0)
A. Media Cascading options for the location
B. Time zone for the location
C. an alternate hosting location if the location is not
suitable for hosting conferences

D. maximum WAN bandwidth allowed for the location
Answer: A,D

NEW QUESTION: 3
What is the purpose of Performance Data Warehouse?
A. Analyze process performance data
B. Start new process instances
C. View reports
D. Track process performance data
Answer: D

NEW QUESTION: 4
In your corporate environment, you have various Active
Directory groups based on the organizational structure and
would like to ensure that users are only able to access certain
resources depending on which group(s) they belong to. This
policy should apply across the network. You have ISE, ASA and
WSA deployed, and would like to ensure that appropriate
policies are present to ensure access is only based on the
user's group membership. Additionally, you don't want the user
to authenticate multiple times to get access. Which two
policies are used to set this up? (Choose two.)
A. Deploy ISE, integrate it with Active Directory, and based on
group membership authorize the user to specific VLANs. These
VLANs (with specific subnets) should then be used in access
policies on the ASA as well as the WSA.
B. Configure ISE as an SSO Service Provider, and integrate with
ASA and WSA using pxGrid. ASA and WSA will be able to extract
the relevant identity information from ISE to apply to the
access policies once the user has authentication to the
network.
C. Configures ISE to relay learned SGTs for the authenticates
sessions with the bound destination address using SXP to SXP
speakers that will be used to apply access policies at the
traffic ingress point for segmentation.
D. Integrate ISE, ASA, and WSA with Active Directory. Once the
user is authenticated to the network through ISE, the ASA and
WSA will automatically extract the identity information from AD
to apply the appropriate access policies.
E. Deploy Cisco TrustSec infrastructure, with ASA and WSA
integrated with ISE to transparently identify users based on
SGT assignment when the user authenticates to the network. The
SGTs can then be used in access policies.
F. Deploy a Single Sign-On infrastructure such as Ping, and
integrate ISE, ASA, and WSA with it. Access policies will be
applied based on the user's group membership retrieved from the
authentication infrastructure.
Answer: E,F
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